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LED operating light. As with their treatment centres, these are built to last
convert easily from right to left handed use in less than 90 seconds, without
The unique centrally mounted pivoting mechanism allows the tbCompass to
Nurses will also benefit from this feature as it provides the ideal position for
can rotate behind the chair, it provides an easy and unobtrusive welcome.
their way into the new tbCompass Treatment Centre; with a delivery unit that
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the basics of restorative dentistry while stronger referral networks are forged
by surgeons and supported by Nobel Biocare. Step-by-step, GDPs are taught
bridge within the same surgical procedure – there's no need for a removable
an ageing population and the resulting ‘edentulism boom’, the All-on-4™
Dentistry Show 2013 from 1st – 2nd March 2013 at the NEC Birmingham. With
relevant to every aspect of UK dentistry. It is a complete on-line platform where
need any assistance navigating
at this year’s Dentistry Show won’t
For more information or to make an appointment for a personal practice visit or
workshop can also visit Philips stand B20 at The Dentistry Show.
whitening in real time. The six whitening workshops take place in Workshop
the teeth. The gel is then activated by Philips' Zoom WhiteSpeed lamp. A new
Philips Shines a light on EU Compliant light activated tooth whitening
incorporating Claudius Ash, Plandent's fully trained team are here to help with all
to have access to a wide assortment of products, services and support.

oral-B
The innovation of Oral-B & Pro-Expert toothpaste lies in the synergy of the combination of the two main ingredients which provide the united strengths of stain-removing antemicrobial properties and polyphosphate with a gentle cleaning effect to isolate calcium and to
oral-B also manufactures a range of electric toothbrushes and refill heads.
Their flagship model, the Oral-B Triomf with Smartguide incorporates novel compliance-enhancing technology using a unique remote display and comes
that can convert easily from right to left handed use in less than 90 seconds, without
the need for any tool at all!
Also taking centre stage at the show will be the company’s new 900 Series LED operating light. As with their treatment centres, these are built to last and
provide you with the very best value for money.
So whether you need help with decontamination, digital imaging, surgical equipment, implants, whitening products, service and repairs or even business
We’re being worked alongside dental practices for over 20 years, and pride
ourselves on understanding the patient’s needs. With over 1,000 members
across 7,000 practices, we offer a complete solution, allowing you to focus on what you do best!
To learn more about how we can help you make your practice perfect, visit at stand 804 at The Dentistry Show 2013. For more information call dbg on 01900 861 953, Or visit www.thedentalpub.co.uk
A Brighter, Healthier Show with Beverly Hills Formula - Stand C22
The Dentistry Show 2013 is set to be the brightest and whitest yet, as Beverly
By Perfect White, effectively removing nearly 91 per cent of stains over a five-
minute period. Teeth feel smoother and cleaner after brushing, helping remove stains and keep teeth bright for up to 2 weeks with use an average of 1 oz. per
A new protocol developed by Philips recommends 4 x 15 minute cycles with pH booster
the teeth. The gel is then activated by Philips' Zoom WhiteSpeed lamp. A new
Philips Shines a light on EU Compliant light activated tooth whitening
"Plandent is the second largest dental distributor in
in the UK, specialist in the dental sector. Call 01278 784442 for more
details.
"Whether developing modern new builds or renovating historic buildings, Roger has gained a reputation for providing an extensive and thorough service that is both versatile and imaginative. Roger Gullidge Design is a specialist design and project management consultancy specializing in the dental sector Call 0719 784442 for more details.

Phelps Shines a light on EU Compliant Light Activated Tooth Whitening
To highlight the positive opportunities and economic presents for dental professionals following EU regulation changes Philips will be running its real
time whitening workshops at the Dentistry Show. The workshops will coincide with the UK launch of Philips new light activated tooth whitening system which
introduces a new six per cent lightening solution formulated specifically to be used with its pioneering Zoom Whitelight LED lamp. The new whitening gel
contains a per cent H2O2 formulation which is combined with a pH booster and key like Zoom products, also contains Ammonium Enzyme and Peroxide
which reduces sensitivity, prevents enamel and helps improve the lustre of the teeth. The gel is then activated by Philips' Zoom WhiteSpeed lamp. A new
 EXPRESS
The Dentistry Show, to provide an 'Aspire Academy' conference on the first day of

Plan For Success with Plandent
Planning is central to running a successful dental practice, and this is where Plandent offer a full suite, whether it's new capital equipment, ordering your everyday consumables, and for advice on new dental products. Incorporating Claudius Ash, Plandent’s fully trained team are here to help with all your
dental needs and wants. Plandent is the second largest dental distribution in Europe allowing the Company to provide you with as low a cost for what you need, ensuring we deliver the solutions best suited to your
so whether you need help with decontamination, digital imaging, surgical equipment, implants, whitening products, service and repairs or even business
we can provide the advice, training and access to product specialists. Our team has years of expertise across a range of disciplines, making them the perfect choice to assess your needs, ensuring we deliver the solutions best suited to your practice.
For great deals, special offers and more about Henry Schein Dental visit www.henryschein.co.uk or follow us on twitter @HenryScheindental.

Belmont
Visitors to Takara Belmont’s stand at this year’s Dentistry Show won't need any assistance navigating their way into the new tbCompass Treatment Centre, with a delivery unit that can convert easily from right to left handed use in less than 90 seconds, without
the need for any tool at all!
Also taking centre stage at the show will be the company’s new 900 Series LED operating light. As with their treatment centres, these are built to last and
provide you with the very best value for money.


oral-B
The innovation of Oral-B & Pro-Expert toothpaste lies in the synergy of the combination of the two main ingredients which provide the united strengths of stain-removing antemicrobial properties and polyphosphate with a gentle cleaning effect to isolate calcium and to
oral-B also manufactures a range of electric toothbrushes and refill heads.
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